The jury awarded to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology its highest award, a Gold Medal, but on account of President Pritchett's presence on the Jury the Institute was placed among those who were hors concours.

Medals for Physical Development.

The medals which were offered for the best physical development during the past year have been awarded, but as yet they have not been distributed among the fortunate winners. The selection of the design is in the hands of Professor Hough, Mr. Briggs, Dr. Maylor and the advisory Council. The medals will probably be of silver, five in number and of the same design. Nothing has been done about the matter as yet, owing to the absence of Professor Hough who is in the South suffering with typhoid fever. Nothing will be done until his return.

Civil Engineering Society.

While the Civil Engineering Society is too well known to upper classmen to need any explanation, it is desirable that the men now beginning their second year work in Civil and Sanitary Engineering as well as any new men entering the upper classes, should understand fully the objects and purposes of this association. It is a society open to all men in Courses I. and XI. after their first year. Its aim is to give its members a broad view of engineering work in general, such as can not be obtained from the work of the classroom. Meetings are held every other week and are addressed by engineers, professors and instructors of the Institute and by undergraduates, the subject usually being some particular piece of work on which the lecturer has been engaged. In addition to these strictly professional meetings a number of social meetings are planned for the winter. The first meeting of the society is to be held next Monday at 4.15 P. M., in Room 11, Eng. B., and is to be addressed by President Pritchett, his subject being, "Some Extraordinary Variations of the Magnetic Needle observed in Alaska." All members are urged to be present, and men wishing to join the society should leave their names at the Cage for H. S. Baker, Secretary C. E. Society.

Calendar.

Saturday, October 26th. — Hare and Hounds run at Hyde Park. Leave Back Bay station at 2.19. Fare 20 cents. '05 Football team vs. Brookline High, at Brookline.

Monday, October 28th. — First Civil Engineering Society Meeting, Room 11, Eng. B., 4.15 P. M.

HEMPY — Something in my stomach tells me I need food.

UNGRY — Nothing in mine tells me I need it! — Lampoon.